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Abstract
The paper explores the accuracy of feedback provided to non-native learners of English by a pronunciation module included in Microsoft Reading Progress. We compared pronunciation assessment offered by Reading Progress against two university pronunciation teachers. Recordings from students of English who aim for native-like pronunciation were assessed independently by Reading Progress and the human raters. The output was standardized as negative binary feedback assigned to orthographic words, which matches the Microsoft format.

Our results indicate that Reading Progress is not yet ready to be used as a CAPT tool. Inter-rater reliability analysis showed a moderate level of agreement for all raters and a good level of agreement upon eliminating feedback from Reading Progress. Meanwhile, the qualitative analysis revealed certain problems, notably false positives, i.e., words pronounced within the boundaries of academic pronunciation standards, but still marked as incorrect by the digital rater.

We recommend that EFL teachers and researchers approach the current version of Reading Progress with caution, especially as regards automated feedback. However, its design may still be useful for manual feedback. Given Microsoft declarations that Reading Progress would be developed to include more accents, it has the potential to evolve into a fully-functional CAPT tool for EFL pedagogy and research.
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1. Introduction

Since the beginning of the global pandemic caused by the SARS-Cov-2 virus, many educational institutions were forced to close their premises and transfer to “Emergency Remote teaching” (Hodges et al. 2020). In response, developers of educational platforms intensified their work on research and development of new affordances. One of such updates, which is potentially useful to pronunciation teachers and researchers, is Microsoft Reading Progress, implemented as a part of the MS Teams suite (https://education.microsoft.com/en-us/resource/50b18238). This feature promises to provide automated assessment and feedback of learners’
reading performance, including their pronunciation. Therefore, we decided to compare its output against the analysis of the same recordings conducted by human raters.

2. Theoretical and methodological background

2.1 Computer-Assisted Pronunciation Training

MS Reading Progress falls into the category of tools which are referred to as Computer-Assisted Pronunciation Training or CAPT. Unlike Computer-Assisted Language Learning (CALL), which was split into CALL proper, MALL (Mobile-Assisted Language Learning; Yaman & Ekmecki, 2016) and RALL (Robot-Assisted Language Learning; Han 2012) in response to rapid technological changes, CAPT encompasses all commonly used digital tools for pronunciation instruction. Therefore, modern CAPT encompasses a wide variety of tools which can serve a number of pedagogical goals (Henrichsen 2021).

CAPT affordances requested by teachers and researchers to a large degree reflect educators’ hopes for effective technology-assisted language instruction in general. These aspects include self-paced practice, individualized instruction, individualized feedback, authentic materials and elements of gamification (Levis 2007; Henrichsen 2021). In addition to these general requests, there exist domain-specific affordances, namely shifting some attention to suprasegmentals, the ability to accommodate acceptable variation in one’s pronunciation, and learner exposure to various pronunciation models.

The assessment of CAPT solutions might be conducted on several levels; one of the most fundamental questions is the choice between the nativeness principle and intelligibility principle (Levis 2005). The former concept stems from the belief that correct pronunciation ought to be as close as possible to a selected native model. In contrast, the intelligibility principle posits that the appropriate way of teaching pronunciation is to focus on comprehensibility of one’s speech to both native and non-native users of a given language (ibid.: 372). While choosing the right model depends on several easy-to-determine factors (e.g., the aim of pronunciation classes, formal requirements, etc.), it is considerably more difficult to determine which CAPT solution is optimal for a selected model. Although Rogerson-Revell remarks (with regret) that most CAPT is geared towards nativeness (2021: 192), the execution of this goal is still considered to be imperfect. For instance, Davey (2017) mentions the need to teach exaggerated (as opposed to native-like) “pitch, volume and speed” in order to satisfy the pronunciation assessment algorithm.

Another way of classifying CAPT tools focuses on the pedagogical value of the feedback given to learners. There is a general consensus that in this context targeted feedback is preferable to binary feedback (Bajorek 2017). In the case of
the latter, the learner receives binary information on whether a certain sound was produced correctly. In contrast, targeted feedback normally contains information about the nature of the problem and clues as to what needs to be modified to improve one’s performance. Among the tools that are able to provide targeted feedback, one interesting sub-category is the speech-to-text dictation software, which was not designed as a CAPT tool, but it may be nonetheless used in such capacity. As described in Molenda et al. (2018), dictation software based on Automated Speech Recognition (ASR) might show the learner what a native speaker would actually hear and understand. In this case, there is no explicit feedback; instead, the information about one’s pronunciation deficiencies needs to be induced by comparing the target message with the output transcribed by the computer (see also Henrichsen 2021: 186).

Since the use of CAPT is a relatively recent advancement – in comparison to pronunciation training understood as a component of foreign language pedagogy – there is still a considerable amount of uncertainty as to which affordances of digital tools form the basis of a pedagogically-sound methodology. For instance, Pennington and Rogerson-Revell (2019) remark that many modern CAPT solutions are based on drilling, thus regressing to the audiolingual method instead of promoting communicative and phonological competence. The aforementioned debate between the nativeness principle and the intelligibility principle also contributes to contradictory opinions concerning digital solutions for pronunciation training: Henrichsen (2021) provides positive comments on studies which show the increased accuracy in non-native speech recognition in various software suites, while Bajorek (2017) stresses the importance of thresholds for “correct” pronunciation by stating that, “If the standard is too low, learners might believe that their utterances are sufficient…” (36). The existence of these and similar debates seems to indicate that the field of CAPT is not yet fully mature and stabilized. We believe that a part of the effort to develop a comprehensive methodology is related to the constant evaluation of new affordances, with the aim of building a robust knowledge base of digital tools used in pronunciation instruction.

2.2 ASR vis-à-vis human raters

One of means of assessing the quality of CAPT solutions is to compare the quality of their output with the feedback provided to the learners by human raters (Bernstein et al. 1990). This method is used to determine the accuracy of a given tool, and it differs from research which aims to present long-term effects on learners’ pronunciation after using a CAPT application or program (see Mahdi & Al Khatheeb 2019, for a meta-analysis of such studies). Instead, the accuracy-oriented assessment of CAPT tools can be likened to a review of a pedagogical resource before it is given to learners to use, as is common with dictionaries or textbooks. An accuracy-oriented review is also necessary in order to determine whether a given tool is ready to be deployed in research projects concerning
language education. Given the aforementioned contradictory trends in a relatively young field of CAPT, there still remains some potential to produce ineffective or even harmful solutions (cf. Molenda et al. 2018).

In early experiments conducted by Coniam (1999), reading passages were used in order to determine the accuracy of ASR software. The assessment method used the data on the number of words, clauses and other units that were correctly retrieved by the computer. The results showed that the text read in a non-native accent of the Cantonese subject was not satisfyingly decoded by the software. In a similar study, conducted with the same piece of software (Dragon Naturally Speaking), Derwing et al. (2000) found that the ASR was considerably less successful “in interpreting accented speech” than the human raters (597). In addition, the research showed that there was no correlation between “software’s recognition scores and the listeners’ intelligibility scores”, and the results of Pearson correlations clearly indicated that recognition of non-native speech was not related to human judgement (ibid.:598).

A different approach was adopted in Cucchinarini et al. (2000); unlike Coniam (1999) and Derwing et al. (2000), the researchers decided to use a dedicated piece of software capable of providing more specialized feedback. The results indicate that the most important “human” criterion for assessing pronunciation is segmental quality, “which (…) can be predicted most poorly on the basis of (…) machine scores” (ibid.: 118). Similarly, Kim (2006) compared pronunciation scores by specialized software and human raters in a reading-aloud test. The correlation between the two methods of rating was described by the author as “mediocre” (327), at 0.56 (p<0.1).

Agarwal and Chakraborty (2019) list a number of studies related to the measuring of CAPT accuracy. Chen and Jang (2015) studied the accuracy of their own ASR model against human raters to find that there was ≈15% mispronunciation detection, while Wang and Lee (2015) used HMM/GMM in a two-pass Viterbi decoding architecture to discover a ≈28% mispronunciation detection error rate. In another study based upon a two-pass framework, Qian et al. (2016), discovered ≈15% error in mispronunciation detection and ≈17% error in mispronunciation diagnosis. In 2017, Li et al. investigated the use of deep neural networks for mispronunciation detection, discovering ≈5% false positives and ≈31% false negatives in mispronunciation detection. More recently, Nushi and Sadeghi (2021) described ELSA Speak, remarking that the focus on the American variety of English might remain problematic for learners who pronounce their utterances with other accents, even if they are native-like. Finally, Souza and Gottardi (2022) examined the ability of dictation tools MS Word and VoiceNotebook to correctly transcribe foreign accented speech. Despite high overall intelligibility, they discovered vowel and consonant substitution, which could lead to communication breakdowns.

The design of the studies mentioned in this section illustrates choices and assumptions which have to be made by researchers who want to investigate the
relationship between human ratings and ASR-based CAPT tools. In the studies which compare the feedback provided to students by human raters (HRs) and by digital solutions, the human is normally the standard for pronunciation assessment, so the tool which comes close to replicating raters’ scores is considered to be more reliable. Secondly, there remains the choice between general-purpose ASR and some specialized software. With the rapid development of speech recognition systems, such as digital assistants by Google, Microsoft, Apple, Samsung or Amazon, it seems that the former option might offer better quality due to the sheer amount of data that these and similar companies can use to perfect their machine learning (Molenda et al. 2018). However, specialized software is more likely to provide quality targeted feedback to the learner. The feedback provided by specialized software might come in two forms (Derwing 2000: 594). It may be either implicit targeted feedback, when the system misrepresents the word or phrase read by the student, or the explicit targeted feedback, which is manifested by outputting the correct word while still marking it as mispronounced by means of highlighting, underlining, changing font, etc. It should be noted that the authors are not aware of any ASR-based solutions which would highlight the words/phrases which are particularly well-pronounced. Therefore, all the feedback we refer to is to be considered corrective in its nature.

Our study, to the best of our knowledge, is the first one to examine the accuracy of a newly-introduced Microsoft Reading Progress in the context of CAPT. Given the fact that Microsoft – a long-time provider of speech recognition technology (e.g. Souza and Gottardi 2022) – decided to introduce a tool which explicitly targets pronunciation problems, it was deemed necessary to assess its performance in the context of potential future studies as well as pedagogical use.

2.3 ASR-based CAPT in MS Reading Progress

Microsoft announced Reading Progress Module as a part of their 2021 MS Teams update (Ray 2021). Especially promising was the Pronunciation section which marks pronunciation errors at three levels of sensitivity: “less sensitive”, “default” and “more sensitive”. Technically, this solution has the potential to become one of the tools preferred by the teachers for a number of reasons – firstly, it combines the capacity of cloud-based ASR with direct pedagogical focus on pronunciation; secondly, it is available free of charge to any applicable school (which translates to all state schools and state universities in the Polish context); thirdly it can offer pronunciation feedback in 36 languages (Getting started with Reading Progress in Teams, n.d.).

However, it ought to be noted that Reading Progress is not per se a pronunciation training tool. Instead, it aims at building oral reading fluency by focusing on eliminating undesirable performance phenomena such as omissions, insertions, repetitions, self-corrections or the aforementioned mispronunciations. All these criteria are aggregated to Accuracy Rate (expressed in percentage terms), which is coupled with the number of correct words per minute to form the basis
for assessing learners’ oral reading performance (c.f. Figure 1). Therefore, it may be assumed that Reading Progress is mostly a tool developed for native speakers of a given language. This claim is corroborated by the choice of scientific papers presented by Microsoft as a theoretical background for their innovation (Research Related to Reading Progress, n.d.); all the sources listed on the website refer to the training offered to the context in which English is the language of instruction (e.g., Wexler et al. 2007). However, it is worth emphasizing that Reading Progress is described by Microsoft in the context of the US educational market, and US students do not need to be native speakers of English, using a native-like accent. On the contrary, the proportion of English learners in US public schools was reported, as of 2018, to be 10% nationwide, with up to 21% in California (Bialnik, Scheller & Walker 2018).

![Figure 1: A teacher view of a Reading Progress task. Note that the value on the pronunciation sensitivity slider (located under the camera feed box) can be re-set even after collecting students’ works. Source: Microsoft Corporation](image_url)

Even if one assumes that the needs of non-native speakers were not considered while designing Reading Progress, the tool might still be useful to learners of English at the university level, as in this context the native-like pronunciation is often one of target outcomes of foreign language instruction. As regards the claim that the tool was developed solely for the youngest learners – i.e. the ones who
are still in the process of mastering basic reading skill – it can be refuted on the basis of the fact that Reading Progress offers a library of readings which includes tasks at the level of secondary education. In addition, some research papers cited by Microsoft explicitly target skills development in middle school learners (Rasinski et al. 2009; Paige et al. 2021).

While the creators of Reading Progress do not reveal the exact specifications of their pronunciation assessment module, it is suggested that standard native non-accented speech is the model against which the system compares learners’ input. The following passage from the help page also suggests that in the future the tool should become more inclusive in terms of non-standard accents:

Note: Pronunciation detection for each language is generalized based on common pronunciation and may not recognize accents and dialects well. This is just a starting point, and we are working to ensure those with accents and dialects are included. Use your discretion to mark errors manually when the speech detection does not meet the needs of your student. (Getting started with Reading Progress in Teams, n.d.)

Therefore, it remains unclear whether Reading Progress by Microsoft can be used as a pronunciation training tool for non-native speakers and whether its use might be beneficial for the teachers and learners alike.

3. The study

The aim of our study was twofold; firstly, it was deemed necessary to focus on the quality of feedback provided by Reading Progress. Specifically, we wanted to determine whether this feedback may be a credible source of information for non-native students of EFL. Secondly, it was decided to propose pedagogical recommendations in order to help teachers use the aforementioned tool in the most effective way. Therefore two research questions were posed:

Q1: What is the accuracy of pronunciation-oriented feedback provided by MS Reading Progress to non-native learners of English as a foreign language?
Q2: What are research and pedagogical implications concerning the use of MS Reading Progress?

In the analysis of feedback quality, it was decided to focus on false positives, i.e., instances of feedback which erroneously suggests learners’ mispronunciations. We believe that the false positives are potentially more harmful than having one’s errors remain unnoticed (false negatives). While the latter problem may result in the lack of progress and subsequent fossilization, the former one can lead to artificially-induced and largely avoidable back-sliding (cf. Han 2004). In addition, false positives may cause frustration in the learner, as they create the impression of unreasonably high pronunciation standards, which may be perceived as “disheartening” (Bajorek 2017: 36).
The reference point for machine-generated feedback was the human feedback provided by academic pronunciation teachers. Both our independent raters were non-native English pronunciation instructors employed at the Institute of English Studies (the University of Łódź). They both had had at least two years of experience in teaching and assessing students’ pronunciation during various phonetics-oriented courses.

3.1 Participants

The subjects were 20 BA students of English (16 F and 4 M) who had completed two semesters of Practical Phonetics. Practical Phonetics course is aimed at raising students’ awareness of the importance of pronunciation in English. Students learn about the articulation and discrimination of sounds in English and practice their pronunciation with the use of various techniques and activities. The course also aims at developing the students’ ability to read and write using transcribed text (IPA transcription). Among some of the core coursebooks for this course are Practical Phonetics and Phonology by Peter Roach, Ship or sheep by Ann Baker, as well English Phonetics for Poles by Włodzimierz Sobkowiak, or English Pronunciation in Use series.

All students were enrolled, at the time of the experiment, in the first semester of a second-level pronunciation course Prosody and discourse. At this stage of their English Philology studies, students are expected to be familiar with standard (RP or Modern British English and General American in this case) pronunciation of English vowels and consonants, word stress, sentence stress, aspects of connected speech, etc., and display a certain level of consistency in their pronunciation patterns.

3.2 Data collection

The text to be read by the subjects (see: Appendix 1) was selected from the integrated Teams database offered by a reading-oriented educational platform ReadWorks (“Retrospective Study of Read Works Use and Effectiveness Web Analytics and Survey Findings”, 2014). The length of the passage was 489 words, and the difficulty level was categorized as “secondary”, which indicates that it was created for US students in the 11-14 age bracket. The text was reviewed by pronunciation teachers to ensure that it did not include any vocabulary that the subjects would find too difficult; it was concluded that despite some specialized words, such as “sulfur” or “dioxide”, no items would pose significant problems in terms of comprehension and oral production.
3.3 Procedure

The reading passage was distributed to the subjects as an MS Team Reading Progress Assignment. The feedback provided by MS Teams app was not, however, made accessible to the learners. Instead, they received targeted feedback from the teachers in the form of comments and suggestions. Thus, Teams feedback was only used for research purposes. It was compared against feedback from independent human raters who were specifically asked to mark mispronunciations and other relevant inaccuracies in the same way in which it is done in Reading Progress.

The output from Teams as well as human raters were operationalized in the form of binary numerical data. Words without marking were assigned the value of 0, while the marked words were coded as 1. Since all feedback was provided on the level of orthographic words, it was possible to align the data in one table, as presented in Table 1. The full database is available online (see Appendix 2).

Table 1: Sample structure of the aligned data.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Rater</th>
<th>Word 1</th>
<th>Word 2</th>
<th>Word 3</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Human rater 1 (HR 1)</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Human rater 2 (HR 2)</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reading Progress</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fleiss’ Kappa was used to determine the inter-rater reliability (Koo & Lee 2016; Grant et al. 2017). In addition, qualitative analysis was conducted in order to describe and classify false positives.

4. Results

Since each orthographic word in the text could theoretically be marked as mispronounced, each rater had 9674 opportunities to use the “mispronounced” label. This number multiplied by the number of raters gives the total of 29,292 possible contexts for the use of the aforementioned label. Out of all the context possible, the total number of mispronunciations marked by all the raters was 1413 (≈ 5%). For 8762 words, all the pronunciation was deemed satisfactory by all raters. All three raters agreed that a given word should be marked as mispronounced in 87 cases; two-raters’ agreement was recorded 327 times, while the instances where a given word was marked by one rater amount to 498 cases. In terms of the total number of words marked as mispronounced, Reading Progress achieved the lowest score of 305, followed by HR 2 (441) and HR 1.
A more detailed breakdown of agreement as to which word was mispronounced is presented in Chart 1:

![Figure 2: The breakdown of agreement on mispronounced words.](image)

The data presented suggest that while there is no perfect agreement between the human raters, the difference of agreement-disagreement between pronunciation teachers and Reading Progress might be nearly seven-fold in absolute terms. While the variation in human raters can be partly explained by the restrictive format of the feedback (division of speech into orthographic words), the difference observed between raters and the pronunciation module in this case shows that the application in question falls short of achieving the human rater standard. This observation is further confirmed by the results of the Fleiss’ Kappa test; the model which includes all raters shows a moderate level of inter-rater agreement (according to the classification proposed by Landis and Koch 1977), with $\kappa = 0.43$, $p < 0.05$. The level of agreement between human raters, however, is noticeably higher ($\kappa = 0.64$, $p < 0.05$), and it should be labelled as good.

The number of false positives produced by Reading Progress amounted to 129 occurrences. The average number of false positives per student was $M = 8.3$, $SD = 7.36$, $Mdn = 5.5$. The number ranged from 1 false positive (S14, S15) to 26 (S3, S11). The proportion of false positives to all errors reported by MS Reading Progress also varied considerably across the participants. The lowest recorded value was 23% (S5), while the highest was 100% (S10). The average proportion was 59%, with $SD = 19.91\%$ and $Med = 59\%$. The distribution of the values indicating the aforementioned proportion (normalized as per cent) is presented in Figure 3.
Figure 3: The distribution of values indicating the proportion of false positives to all errors recorded by Reading Progress expressed in percentage terms.

Figure 4: Classification of false positives

For the majority of false positives, the raters were not able to determine the source of the problem. In some cases, slight deviations from the target pronunciation were observed, while performance effects (i.e., very fast pace or
self-corrections) and technical issues were suspected in relatively fewer cases. The distribution of false positives across these categories is presented in Figure 4.

While the source of 62% of all false positives was unexplained, the composition of the remaining 38%, presented in Table 2, provides insight into problems that might be encountered while using MS Reading Progress.

**Table 2:** Suspected pronunciation problems that triggered MS Reading Progress to return false positives, ordered by frequency of occurrence.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Suspected problem</th>
<th>Number of occurrences</th>
<th>Classified as…</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>word pronounced very quickly/unclear</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>Technical/performanc e issue</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sound quality (vowel length, consonant quality, final consonant devoicing)</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>Pronunciation issue</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>glottal stop</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>Non-standard native-like pronunciation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>recording quality</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>Technical/performanc e issue</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>stress</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>Pronunciation issue</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>self-correction</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>Technical/performanc e issue</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>difficult word (sulphuric)</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>Pronunciation issue</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The data indicate that technical aspects might have some impact on pronunciation assessment in Teams. It appears that the system lacks the capacity to correctly process fast speech in certain cases; moreover, the quality of the recording seems to be an important factor as well. It should be noted that Reading Progress (as of 2021) does not provide warnings about poor sound quality to users, which is a standard feature of Teams videoconferencing tools.

In terms of pronunciation issues, it appears that some problems can be attributed to the use of certain native-like forms, such as the realization of /t/ as a glottal stop in words like *might*, in syllable-final position followed by a vowel or a pause, or as an unexploded variant in words like *first*. This was evident in the case of one student with a particularly high number of false positives (26) marked by Reading Progress, who consequently applied elements of connected speech and native-like features of pronunciation.

Another group of problematic words included those with possible, although slight, divergence from the standard in terms of sound quality (13). For example, vowel length (6 instances) in high-frequency function words such as *these* /ðiːz/, but also in lexical words such as *carbon* /ˈkɑːbən/ or *particles* /pɑːtɪklz/. In addition, potential issues were identified in the case of the quality of fricatives or fricative clusters (5) in words like *with* /wɪð/ or *earth’s* /ɜːθz/, where the realization of voiceless and voiced dental fricative was closer to a dental stop. This group of words also includes two instances of possible final consonant devoicing (2) in
gases /ˈgæsɪz/. As mentioned above, these only displayed a slight divergence from the standard and could be attributed rather to the speed with which they were pronounced.

There were also six instances of word stress related problems in multisyllabic words like contaminate /kənˈtæmɪnet/, distances /ˈdɪstənsəz/ or dioxide /daɪˈoʊksəd/, where the main stress was not sufficiently prominent or shifted slightly to a neighboring syllable. It was especially clear in the case of the word dioxide, which proved to be quite problematic to the participants in general, and which was the second most frequently marked false positive (19 instances), but also frequently mispronounced by students overall.

5. Analysis

The results of Fleiss’ Kappa indicate that Reading Progress is not consistent with human raters. More worrying is the fact that this inconsistency can be attributed to pedagogically-harmful false positives. On average, almost 60% of all words marked for mispronunciations by Reading Progress were not considered errors by human raters. Given the fact that university criteria for students’ pronunciation are relatively strict – as they should represent the highest possible standards for non-native speakers within the state education system – such a high proportion required further investigation.

Out of all false positives, over 60% were unexplained; however, the remaining cases provide an insight into possible issues that need to be addressed in Reading Progress. The first relevant factor is the quality of the recording. Since there is no low-quality warning, the learners might be convinced that their performance is being recorded correctly, which does not have to be the case. Secondly, high speech rate might play an important part in the process of generating false positives. This is corroborated by the fact that in addition to recorded failures to correctly understand speech produced at a high rate, certain phenomena attributed to fast speech (e.g., slight final consonant devoicing) were identified as possible culprits for false positives. This finding is especially troubling, as a higher rate of speech is generally considered to be related to more native-like performance (Morill et al. 2015).

Non-standard native-like speech was also an issue. The glottal stop, although sub-standard in certain English accents, is not considered to be a non-native feature, and hence its use is not penalized by our academic assessment system. This raises the question of which accent/accents were considered to be the standard for Reading Progress. The system does not specify the variety of English which it uses (as it is done in other MS products, such as MS Office spellcheckers), so a pronunciation teacher would be justified in assuming that multiple native accents were included in the program. On the contrary, it seems that the system does not recognize certain native-like forms.
Finally, there remains the question of idiolect and individual variation in every language user and their pronunciation. We agree that instances described in this category are most likely to have been misjudged by human raters. However, given all the aforementioned problems, including over 60% of unidentified problems, it is possible that at least in some cases the algorithm used is not yet finely tuned to decide on error gravity in terms of mispronunciations. One supporting piece of evidence for this explanation might be the fact that teachers have access to pronunciation sensitivity tools in MS Reading Progress. In the case of this research, the sensitivity was set to “High”, as no other setting produced relevant results – i.e., student works did not show any pronunciation errors at all.

6. Conclusions and implications

The data collected during our research seem to suggest that the accuracy of MS Reading Progress is not sufficient for it to be used with foreign language students as a source of reliable machine-generated feedback (Q1). In view of our findings, the aforementioned warning by Microsoft about the inability to “recognize accents and dialects well” should be interpreted as a clear indication that the system is not yet ready to fully support pronunciation training, especially in the case of non-native speakers – even if they are advanced learners who strive for a “standard” accent, such as RP or GA.

However, the implications for teachers and researchers (Q2) should not be limited to negative aspects of Reading Progress, especially if one considers its potential for future improvements. Since it is based on a widely adopted ASR which has access to substantial language samples, and since it is being developed by one of the biggest IT companies, it might still be fine-tuned to deal with accuracy issues. Especially encouraging is the prospect of automated feedback which can be given at three sensitivity levels. It appears that this function has not been given much attention in other CAPT software, while teachers of non-native speakers might be especially in need of graded sensitivity so as not to discourage the beginners.

In terms of design, a noteworthy feature of Reading Progress is the alignment of the text with the recording, which provides instant access to a selected fragment without the need to constantly re-position the slider on the timeline. Owing to this feature, pronunciation instructors do not need to take notes with time signatures; instead, they can manually highlight specific words, which is faster and more convenient for all parties involved in the process of pronunciation training. However, the reliance on orthographic words seems to be limiting for all aspects of reading-aloud skills assessment. It is particularly true in the case of pronunciation, where a number of orthographic words can be pronounced as one phonological word (Dixon & Aikhenvald 2002). Other significant drawbacks are the lack of pronunciation model and the ability to provide solely binary feedback.
While the former problem might be partly amended by uploading a recording with model pronunciation along with the reading-aloud task in MS Teams, the latter one would require further expansion of system functionality to offer custom-made labels, preferably with attachable notes including teacher-generated feedback wherever necessary.

From pronunciation instructors’ perspective, the capacity of MS Reading Progress as a CAPT tool still remains limited. As of December 2021, its main advantages are the convenience of automated collecting and storing all assigned recordings in dedicated cloud folders, the alignment of text input and speech output, and the ability to provide manual feedback by means of labels (with Auto Detect deactivated). We recommend that for now it be used mostly in such a setup. However, it is likely that with the inclusion of more accents and dialects the quality of the system increases to the level at which it will be pedagogically sound to use automated pronunciation assessment module. If this is the case, pronunciation sensitivity will be one of the features that sets Reading Progress apart from a number of other solutions.

By contrast, there are certain problems which are less likely to be addressed by Microsoft in the upcoming future. As it was mentioned, it is possible to provide a transcript and a recording of the text to ensure that students are familiar with model pronunciation (see Figure 5), but this solution still seems to be worse than being able to listen to individual words or sentences upon request.

![Image](image_url)

**Figure 5:** Reading task with a transcript and a recording of model pronunciation attached.

Additionally, the manual feedback system seems to be relatively limited in comparison with pronunciation teachers’ needs. It is possible to add some general notes to the assignment, but a comment-based system, similar to the one featured in the Office suite, would be more convenient to use for both learners and teachers. In sum, the most valuable feature of Reading Progress may be its automated
feedback – provided that it “matures” enough to offer valuable information for language learners.

In terms of implications for research projects, Reading Progress can prove a reliable and time-saving tool for providing manual feedback for individual orthographic words. However, researchers who intend to test the accuracy of the automated pronunciation assessment module are advised to proceed with caution. We believe that in such a case the current quality of automated feedback necessitates pedagogical intervention, should Reading Progress be used with actual language learners. Nonetheless, such research ought to be conducted in the future, especially if Microsoft issues major updates to the pronunciation module.
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### Appendices

#### Appendix 1 Reading Assignment

Reading Assignment offered by MS Reading Progress is a sample from a larger text that can be found in the ReadWorks library (log-in is required): https://www.readworks.org/article/All-About-Weather/a30f13bf-de1f-4c21-909d-f8c4264e9db6#!articleTab:content/contentSection:a7df6033-091d-405c-ac7a-024f341d69f6/

#### Appendix 2 Transcribed Data

Data can be accessed online at: [https://uniwersytetlodzki-my.sharepoint.com/:x:/g/personal/marek_molenda_filologia Uni_lodz_pl/EZqsoTI9tzZNk5teGIDvTNUBcss_MQgOycT4VTQSIRLoyg?e=BZEq4](https://uniwersytetlodzki-my.sharepoint.com/:x:/g/personal/marek_molenda_filologia Uni_lodz_pl/EZqsoTI9tzZNk5teGIDvTNUBcss_MQgOycT4VTQSIRLoyg?e=BZEq4). Each tab represents data gathered for one student. Words which were assessed to have been mispronounced were marked with “1”, while “0” represents words which were assessed to have been pronounced correctly.